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CONTENTS – Plan B

• Lesson 1 - Introduction to City in a Garden
• Lesson 2 - Sensory nature walk
• Lesson 3 - Trees and plants around us!
• Lesson 4 - Enzyme Cleaner from fruit peels
• Lesson 5 - Panning and designing an edible garden!





Revisit the book, ‘An adventure in a city in a 
garden’. Prompt a discussion.

Invite the children to recall the 
names of the different flora and 
fauna found in the book.



Children’s creation of a green 
space in the classroom to 

further explore plant needs and 
growth conditions. 

• Create a mini garden in the Green Space Corner 
of the class. Children are invited to observe and 
explore the growth conditions of plants and learn 
how to take care of them.



Exploring with NParks’ 
resource picture word 

cards to learn the names 
of the different plant and 

animal species



!"‘My Home Garden’ Show-and-Tell



Lesson 3 – Trees and plants around us!

Children going on a tree hunt 
around the school’s outdoor 
space in search of interesting 
trees that they are keen to 
learn about. 



Creating 3-dimensional tree models using recycled materials to showcase 
what they have gathered from their research 



Discussion about climate change, and 
possible changes to help make a 

difference



Learning more about trees in Singapore through the video: 
Peeky the Pangolin Explores Singapore Trees (NParks)





Lesson 4 – DIY Enzyme cleaner from fruit peels

Home activity: DIY enzyme Cleaner





Preparing take home activity kits Engaging support from families to 
share the children’s plant growth diary





Lesson 5 – Planning and designing an edible garden

Drawing and designing the 
layout of the edible garden.





Water the
plants



Our Edible Garden – < � >





Checking in on the plants daily, and watering 
them when necessary



Harvesting their fruits of labour



Reflection

This project came to our minds in hopes of inculcating the importance of conserving natural 

resources and our environment. Young children are naturally curious and are interested to find 

out about the world they live in. By educating our children to be respectful of the planet, we 

can slow down many of the threats to the environment to ensure future generations can enjoy 

the same natural resources we often take for granted. More often, vast majority of children 

today spend a lot of time indoors, and we hope that this project provides an opportunity for 

them to explore nature, and feel connected to it. 



Reflection

When we first embarked on this project, it was rather eye-opening for the children and for us, 

as educators to learn first-hand about Singapore’s biodiversity. Many of us have been living in 

Singapore for years, but there were in fact, a lot of trees/ flowers/ animals species that we 

didn’t know of! The children were curious to find out more, and were observed asking lots of 

questions about what they were learning. 

The children showed great interest during exploration and learning. The older children 

exercised autonomy and choice as they discussed and created floor plans to make changes 

until they developed their final blueprint. They tapped on their prior knowledge about gardens, 

and also newfound knowledge from this project and came up with brilliant ideas to include in 

their blueprint.  As educators, we observed first-hand the valuable learning opportunities and  

benefits for children just from being outdoors. 
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